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SECTION 2. 
WEAVING THE STRANDS OF FORTUNA 

Oracles from: “Fortuna, Creation through the Goddess” 
 
 

 
"Fortuna and the Kerubim" 

 



1. ORACLE OF THE GODDESS THEMIS 
Riddle of the Sphinx 

INVOCATION: Goddess of Wisdom, Mother of the Fates, Bringer of Justice and Peace, help us to create 
our own future!  

ORACLE: Those who declare they seek Wisdom do so often for its own sake. In their hearts they crave 
for love, success and happiness. But none of these gifts can be theirs without wisdom.  

I cannot give you wisdom. This can only come from your own selves, when you have the honesty to learn 
from your past errors. You cannot transform your future and so acquire eternal reality, without facing 
your own fallibility. Even the Fates have a Mother. There is always a greater Deity whispering in the ear 
of a mighty God!  

Listen. It is easier to wait for an Oracle with stilled mind than it is to listen to those around you. It is 
hardest of all to listen when you are criticised. But too often your friends harm you by always agreeing 
with you: it is your enemies who can bring you the greatest benefit by their censure.  

Wisdom comes not only from listening but through seeing. Apparitions of the Deities do not come to 
those who only look at the tips of their noses, and never gaze with interest at others outside themselves! 
Watch a child at play and you may see a prophet. Every young girl can be the Sphinx. Three old women 
sitting knitting over a cheap oil-stove may be the Fates.  

It is not enough to receive wisdom. It is necessary to act upon it, and this is the real test for my book-
loving students! For such philosophical souls, it is easier to meditate on justice than to defend a 
neighbour: more pleasant to believe in peace, rather than to intervene in a conflict in order to resolve it.  

I whisper in the ear of Zeus: I do not shout at him! Follow my example. You will better bring your own 
perception of truth and goodness to others when you listen to their own ideas. Arrogance, whether 
spiritual or intellectual, blinds you to the concealed Goddess or God disguised in some ordinary form. I 
can speak to You through a cleaning woman, a dog or even someone you dislike. If you follow my advice 
you will create a transformed future without enemies, folly or misfortune. I am Fortuna. By using 
symbols I create the future. Learn to make your fortune by reading your own palm! 

 
2. ORACLE OF THE GODDESS NU KUA 

Monkey Pilgrim 
 
INVOCATION: I invoke the Goddess Nu Kua Who created the forms of all creatures from clay, through 
blending the sacred elements. Divine Nu Kua, you brought equilibrium through uniting with your 
husband, Fu Hsi, Who brought activity to your creations. 
 
ORACLE: If you do not create you are but a plagiarist, imitating other people's beliefs and works, like 
monkeys! Your education has in the past been based on imitation, on learning an accumulation of so-
called facts, whether in religion, the arts or sciences. Your condition is worse in these days, for you 
attempt to turn your minds into machines. As robots you will lose your own Spirits. For Spirit is ever-
changing, renewing, and vitalising. 
 
To follow the way of the Spirit is to dance through many cycles of being, balancing from one state to 
another with the cosmic swing of the stars. Balance which is immobile, set, habit-following, leads to 
stagnation. To have a chord you need to resolve discord. To run, you need to move from your left to your 
right leg and back again! The era that is dawning belongs to the Winged Ones. Be original and you will 
create that which is unique to your own Spirit. 
 
To be immortal is to be ever-changing like clouds floating across the sky! You create your own limits in 
space and time in order to focus on one particular goal: in doing so, you may become imprisoned by your 



own fence! This is the time of the great awakening. Each day brings a dawn of opportunity if you will 
grasp it. The Deities bring you fresh inspiration! But it is for you to use this radiation and make it 
distinctive, your own true expression. 
 

3. ORACLE OF THE GODDESS KALI 
The Power Users 

 
INVOCATION: I invoke the Cosmic Goddess, Devi Mahakali Ma. Kali, You are Mistress of Infinity, 
Conqueror of the cycles of time, Black Mother of all the stars and of each one of us. Aid us who are 
caught up in the death-trap of time, to attain your Power! For us our past is a dim dream and our future 
is uncertain. We would master our own Destiny.  
 
ORACLE: To understand Power you must learn that it has duality: there is the power of activity, which 
gives control of others and of circumstances. And this is sought for by conquerors and those who wish to 
create. But there is another power which is more subtle, more lovely. This is the power of total surrender. 
When a soul gives up the separate self and is willing from free choice to fall into My black embrace, small 
ego is free to attain the greater Self. An active soul sends forth bright arrows of desire to create new 
forms, fresh expressions of Divinity. But when the soul takes arrows from others to itself, its spiritual 
chakras are activated and the greater Spirit manifests.  
 
You need therefore to balance these two forces, that which sends forth and that which receives. This 
should not be relegated to man nor to woman but should be in both. Your world now suffers from a 
surplus of extended energy which feeds upon itself, destroying all within its destructive range. What you 
need is to be still, and to accept everything which Deity sends you and others, whether you think it good 
or bad. Only then will you, through the darkness of the night, receive the Divine Power which will aid 
you to accomplish your part in My divine Cosmos. I love you and protect you as your Mother of Space. 
But when you mature, I free your bonds so that you may fly from Me. When you need the darkness I 
know you shall return to Me as free spirits. 
 

4. ORACLE OF THE GODDESS JUNO 
The Throne of Destiny 

 
INVOCATION: Help us, Juno, Ancient Goddess, Future Queen of the coming age, Whose peacock has as 
eyes myriads of stars! We are helpless, subject to fear, cruelty, disease and death. You are immortal, 
above all evil. Teach us how to control our lives!  
 
ORACLE: What you seek is already within yourselves, as a star obscured by clouds. You are suffering, 
weak, prey to seeming chance, not knowing what tomorrow brings you. And this is because you have 
chosen this! The phenomenal world is a mirage created by yourselves, animated by Deity, for you to 
experiment with your desires and ideas. Otherwise you would be as heavenly children, fearing no evil 
but never reaching maturity.  
 
You know well the myths narrated about My severity - how I punish presumptuous mortals. And I do! 
False ego drains the true self of life flow. The Deities known for meting out harsh punishment are those 
who teach you most quickly! You can only learn to control this dream world by experiencing both good 
and evil. Divine Justice makes clear your choice.  
 
The way to sovereignty is not through arrogance and tyrannising over others. It is through ruling one's 
own elements of being. And this is very difficult, for who knows their own vices and weaknesses? Here I 
can offer guidance, for I am the Goddess of Justice. People will forgive you for unkindness, but not for 
injustice. It is not enough to love all: you need to be just to all. This is the prerogative of the Sovereign. 
Justice of the Sovereign includes both punishment and mercy, sceptre and orb.  
 



In order to be ruler you need yourself to obey Divine Law. So first you must discover what this Law is! 
You need to accept inspiration. You will discover that Divine Law pervades not only the High Heavens 
but is within each creature and object through Nature Herself. Find this law within yourself and you will 
be Sovereign indeed! You will know Me as I truly am. 
 

5. ORACLE OF THE GODDESS NERTHUS 
The Rainbow Bridge 

 
INVOCATION: Holy Goddess Nerthus of the Maternal Earth, help us to save our planet from pollution 
of air, land and sea and the destruction of Her living creatures.  

ORACLE: You are the earth, each one of you! Whether you come from a distant sun or planet - yet at this 
moment you are using my earth for your own purposes! Your body is composed of whirling atoms, solar 
systems of transient radiations. Thus your body is a microcosm of the universe. To rule your body, your 
empire, is the first step towards expanding your consciousness beyond the world of the material senses.  

One way of spiritual attainment is to ignore the body. This is a shortcut and can be won through 
metaphysical concentration. But My way, the path of Earth, is to comprehend, not to excommunicate 
your body! You cannot dominate the emotions: nor may spirit conquer matter, for matter is an octave of 
spirit, and these two are interdependent.  

To attain the goal of your Shaman journey - to save the earth - you need to be still. You can only be alive 
'now', not 'yesterday', nor 'tomorrow'. Sit and feel your body, the pressure of your limbs, your weight and 
be aware of your breathing. You feel an electric tingling. Listen to the outside world, then to the flow of 
your feelings and thoughts. There steals into your stillness the notes sent forth by every plant and stone 
which form the symphony of creation. With your Eye of Vision you see the colours that belong to these 
musical notes. You behold the pulsating hearts of trees, the auras of plants and stones, the rainbow rays 
of almighty stars that move in ever-circling constellations. You see the earth as She truly is: perfect.  
 
Only by experiencing this perfection can you know how to bring the physical earth into resonance with 
Her spiritual reality. So shall the Daughter show forth Her Mother's glory. 
 

6. ORACLE OF THE GODDESS MAGNA MATER 
Cesara’s Ark 

 
INVOCATION: Divine Cesara, Magna Mater, Who brought Thy children to new life after cataclysm, 
guide us as we face the ordeals of the Space Age.  
 
ORACLE: My children, when you approach great change, you need to transform, not to deny yourselves. 
Those who brood on their inadequacy often leave nothing good to be transformed! You cannot transmute 
dross. Evildoers may boast of their successes: the good too often are ashamed of their creativity.  
 
My ark is in verity the cosmic womb of rebirth. But this new life does not, as many fear, imply 
destruction of what you value. You may, by casting off old ways, lose buried treasure.  
 
All love is like hidden gold that cannot be corrupted. When you adore another human being or any other 
creature, you adore a concealed Deity! Some regularly discard the objects of their love when some fault is 
revealed. Yet each time they have worshipped a hidden God or Goddess. Art forms, spiritual teachings 
and scientific theories rise and fall through fashion. But Truth is reflected in each passing phase. When 
you lament destruction you only see a discarded husk that once protected growing life. So do not reject 
loved ways, milk that once sustained your childhood. Tear a butterfly too soon from its chrysalis and it 
will surely die.  
 
In order to extend the range of your consciousness, you need to preserve what you have! Lose your 



earthly mooring, and your little boat will surely capsize, released into the ocean too soon. Rather 
appreciate the earth around you and grow your plants. Then, when the time is ripe, you will have the 
seeds of future soul's growth within your grasp.  
 
No one may come empty-handed to My Ark. Bring to Me your harvest of treasured happiness, love and 
creativity. So will you be upheld by the wisdom of the deeps. 
 

7. ORACLE OF THE GODDESS ANAHITA 
The Weighing of the Heart 

 
INVOCATION: Divine Ardvi Sura Anahita, Goddess of the flowing waters of ever-renewing life, we 
would learn the art of creation through combining feeling with mind.  
 
ORACLE: There are those who safely live their earth lives following the middle path between over-
indulgence in the emotions, and too rigid an application of strict regulations. But these, though they are 
the dough of life, are hardly either its yeast or salt! My more eccentric children prefer to plunge into the 
seas of passion and then, overwhelmed by disaster, follow some intellectual dogma leading to sterility of 
the feelings.  
 
But do not judge such people as mad, cruel or corrupt. You do not know what their previous incarnations 
were! Some follow the path to the Great Awakening as a drunkard staggers from one side of the road to 
another - yet eventually reaches home.  

To criticise others or their beliefs is to waste valuable energy. The amount of effort that goes into 
condemning your rulers, neighbours, wrong-doing, will leave you devoid of energy for your own life. 
Intolerance blights progress. Yet to be tolerant of evil also destroys the soul.  

How then may the seeker for fulfilment sponsor the good and fight evil without loss of inner peace? By 
identifying with Divine Love and Truth the soul is inspired daily, as a stream of water either flows round 
a rock or wears it away! This unexpected behaviour makes life's pilgrimage both entertaining and 
dramatic. Nobody can guess what such an inspired person will do next - nor indeed does he or she. The 
promptings of Spirit are like the winds that stir waves into mighty roaring - or as gentle breezes faintly 
stir the surface of a lake.  
 
Obey the Divinity both outside and within you and your own true originality will be revealed! The more 
you reveal your glory, the more eccentric, the more mad you may seem. Your neighbours will conjecture: 
'is this a saint, a lunatic or a genius'? For your soul's sake, it is best that the acknowledgement of your 
genius should occur after you leave earth life. You may laugh and rejoice despite being sensitive to 
other's sufferings. They choose to be on earth and it is their privilege to experience its trials.  
 
Be your own true self and reveal the Deity within, a unique dewdrop from My Eternal Sea. 
 

8. ORACLE OF THE GODDESS MAYA 
The Plumed Serpent Awakens 

 
INVOCATION: Divine Goddess Maya, Who shines through the stars with the copper-coloured radiance 
of love, bring us into your rainbow network that unites all hearts.  
 
ORACLE: I am the Cosmic Mother and from My matrix emerge all beings. My encircling strands of hair 
form the galaxies and my eyes are twin stars. My limbs form the constellations and my dark womb 
receives the stars when they come to their final rest, to be reborn in another sphere.  
 
Yet My fingers draw the delicate spider's web and My eyes look at you with the sad gaze of the timid 
fawn. I see you with the eyes of friend and enemy, of those who threaten you and those who protect you. 



It is My singing you hear when your heart responds to music and My face gazes upon the world through 
paintings and woven cloth. When you love anyone or anything you love Me.  
 
Yet I am also the distorted mirror image in the sphere in which you are entrapped: the five-barred prison 
of the senses. Your questing minds cannot know more than your prison permits, for you are lost Gods 
and Goddesses entrapped by the grid of the stars. You seek for release and this very wish brings it about! 
The moment you acknowledge the Greater, the Greater make way for you. You create the prison: you 
determine your own release.  
 
We, your Fathers and Mothers, your Sisters and Brothers, may not respond to your anguished prayers, 
when you make no effort to help yourselves! You with your longing and hard work create the pyramid of 
earth that reaches to the stars. In response, we extend our luminous Cone of Light downwards, until its 
point reaches your hearts.  
 
The End Times have come which are the beginning of a new Creation. Recognise yourselves as immortal 
and lo! You are so! You never awaken into eternal reality in the past or the future: only in the ever-living 
Now. We are here. We are coming. Approach and meet Us. 
 

9. ORACLE OF THE GODDESS INANNA 
The Tablets of Fate 

 
INVOCATION: I invoke the Goddess Inanna, Queen of Heaven and Earth, Celestial Mother, Goddess of 
Love, the Holy One. Thou Who holdeth the Tablet of Destiny, help us to control our Fate!  
 
ORACLE: My friend, you list all these titles because you are in awe of Me! I was a primeval Deity long 
before the walls of Babylon were built. Women ruled under My sovereignty. You were upset when you 
read of My cruelty to My husband Dumuzi, when I condemned Him to hell for refusing to abase Himself 
before Me.  
 
But I did not inflict on Dumuzi what I had not endured Myself! I descended into the hell of my Sister 
Ereshkigal before Dumuzi and the other men whom I later dispatched there. I managed to ascend to 
heaven: it was not so easy for the others! Truly, you can never express the divinity within you unless you 
have experienced hell. Those who follow my path are the solitary ones who struggle to attain the power 
of ruling their own lives. Through saving themselves first, they are enabled later to save others. There are 
those who follow the gentler path of my sister Ishtar, Who descended into the nether world to rescue Her 
imprisoned lover Tammuz. This is the way of saving oneself by first saving others.  
 
Those who follow Me do not escape hell - they find themselves there! And they discover hell is not a 
place; it is their own state of mind. Here are those caught up in the war of opposites. They struggle in 
ever-repeating battles - religious, national, personal. The more such victims of duality concentrate on 
fighting evil, the more they are enmeshed in contradictions. The Divine Self is helpless while its 
projection, the soul, is lost in fantasies of war, divorce, jealousy, anger, power struggles. Such fantasies 
become more and more sinister; the entrapped soul, less and less real. Only by concentrating on reality: 
love, happiness, wisdom - can such souls escape from such shadowy games.  
 
I banish no-one to hell, nor bring any to heaven! It is you yourselves who can learn to create your own 
destiny. When you call Me, I can help you to do so. 

10. ORACLE OF THE GODDESS MAWU AND THE GOD LI-SA 
The Shining Twins 

INVOCATION: I invoke the celestial offspring of the Universal Mother, Nana Buluku; the Goddess 
Mawu of the Moon and the God Li-sa of the Sun. You Who are the progenitors of the seven pairs of Twin 
Deities, bring us harmony through the union of opposites. 



ORACLE OF THE GODDESS MAWU: Dearest children of the Moon, you long for love! You fly wildly 
into the very furnace of passions, without thought of self-preservation. And this is your destiny, to delve 
into your past animal selves in order to create from this rich soil - your future. Do not despise your own 
emotions nor those of others. Fear of ridicule, a desire to impress others, and self-disgust at having an 
animal body, can lead you into deceit, violence and hypocrisy. But this is not the alchemy which 
transforms the animal into spirit, while retaining the roots of earth.  
 
Turn to me of the mirror of the moon and look into it! Watch the behaviour of other people. You will find 
that the vices you condemn in others are in truth your own! There is no eternal damnation. All are saved, 
either by their own efforts or through my love. We, the Deities, exist. We are yourselves in the future. We 
can help you to reach Divine Being not through self-inflicted mutilation, but through the very love you 
despise. Come to Me! I am the great Mistress of Reality. My twin and I are One.  
 
ORACLE OF THE GOD LI-SA: So there are those who cannot endure the struggle and suffering that 
come to those who transmute their being through millennia of evolution. I call to those who aspire to the 
direct path of the sun's rays to come to the source of Spiritual Light. It is better for such seekers to cut off 
redundant branches of their tree of life, rather than allow it to grow deformed, never to reach its true 
height. I teach self discipline, ardent endeavour, clarity of mind. Who of our sun people does not delight 
to enter a library and find heaven in a book? From a little book the spirit attains wings to fly through all 
spheres. Not for my children the suffering brought on by harmful experience of evil living, however 
bravely overcome. I inspire seekers to come to the rarified air of mountain peaks, to the icy embrace of 
cold seas, to the lonely desert vigil, there to attain enlightenment. I am the God of Spiritual Light. My 
twin and I are One. 
 

11. ORACLE OF THE GODDESSESS MARAMA & HAUMEA 
Pillar of Fire 

 
INVOCATION: Mother of the Moon, White Bird, Dark Goddess of the Oceans of Space, weave us 
dreams of beauty and secret wonder. Bring us White Light from your veils of darkness.  
 
ORACLE OF MARAMA: Those who seek me seek for their very souls, trapped in the stifling cage of 
petty activity. I call softly to those who long for beauty. But the soul hides itself, because when I call, all 
earthly attractions pale into insignificance. The splendour of the night is mine, enriched with circling 
galaxies of celestial light. Yet from one drop of My cosmic ocean which is concealed within each one of 
you, you may attain harmony with the infinite Mystery of the Spheres. I call! Leave your place of hiding 
and come forth.  
 
INVOCATION: Mighty Goddess Haumea, Warm Pillar of Fire from which all existences proceed, bring 
us eternal life! Give us the power to love, to act, to co-create with the Deities.  
 
ORACLE OF HAUMEA: You are wise to invoke my aid. Any vitality that you draw from your own 
separate life force manifests only for a short while, and then diminishes and dies. To enjoy the creativity 
of the Deities you need to bathe in the fire of Spirit, and surrender your barricade of self. Within the heart 
of the fire of life and love you will find your true spirit, which is both individual and yet one with all. 
Hence you gain eternal life and love not through struggling for this for yourself alone, but through 
sharing in the infinite Being of the cosmos. You will then see through myriad eyes, sing with countless 
voices and dart through the skies with shining-tailed comets! You will rise to spiritual heights, and sink 
into the depths of others' passions which become your own. But at the end of your cycles of activity you 
will rest in the azure arms of My Mother Marama, from whose tranquillity all evolving life proceeds. 

 
 
 
 



12. ORACLE OF THE GODDESS ISIS 
Cone of Creation 

 
INVOCATION: Holy goddess Isis, we search for your Divine Presence! We long to see You as a thirsty 
deer longs for water. Without you our lives are bereft of laughter, joy and heartwarming love. Be with us 
and restore us to the harmony of creation.  
 
ORACLE: Your longing tells me of your separation from me. Seek Me in mighty temples, and you will 
find glory but not my laughter! Immerse yourself in many books and you will not discover my truth. 
Selfishly pursue passing loves, and you will daily lose some part of me with every broken relationship. 
Wherever you love, at home, in your place of work, in your shrine, in a wood, there am I. For I am at the 
Centre.  
 
When you discover beauty, in paintings, music, drama, mountains, the sea, there you will find me. When 
you care for animals, plants, and help those who suffer, there I am. You seek some mighty revelation, 
when all nature is my veil. In stillness and silence is my voice. The eyes of love shine through the veil 
even beyond death. But I do not intrude upon you. Never do I inflict goodness on anyone! You create 
your own life and do not want a perpetual monitor instructing you in your choices. If you treat each 
person - every creature - that comes your way as an offspring of some Deity, you draw near to my Abode 
of Bliss.  
 
Truly, this world is a divine drama that you take part in enacting your own dreams and fantasies - 
whether for riches, success or passion. And the Deities leave you to create your own part of the story, for 
good or ill, that you may progress through experience. But when the time of your awakening into day is 
dawning, you will call upon me, the universal Mother. And I Shall come to you and draw you through 
the worldly veil with my starry wings. Remember, do not call upon me unless you are ready to leave this 
world! For even if your divine self awakens and you continue to live your earthly existence, you will be 
totally transformed! For I am She Who is beyond all veils, yet within your own self. 
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